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(Verse 1)
The promise that we kept,
Is ready to break,
So can I express,
This to you,
Without the fear,
Of being judged,
If I made a,
Perceived fault,
Would you forgive,
Me for it,
Because this trustworthiness,
(Trustworthiness),
Is becoming critical,
And the foundation,
We are buliding together,
Is starting to crumble,
I can't even believe that,
You are shutting me out,
I'm fed up with the lies,
Still, I didn't have chance,
To protect my confidence,
For some reason,
I am dreaming and thinking,
About this moment,
Everything I feel, is caged,
But nothing can't break,
Us apart,
I don't want to see you go,
So just stay by my side,
And put your trust in me,
(Me),
Because that's all I need,
Our sympathy can't never,
Be broken,
But this friendliness we hold,
Inside,
Is starting to grow,
It might stay stronger,
Or maybe become worse,
So can I still gain this,
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Back from you,
Because I don't want to,
Break down again,
Everybody is starting to,
Isolate from me,
Even though, I'm done,
With pretending,
Why are you still,
Pushing me away,
Everything that I have said,
Got you feeling annoyance,
On the inside,
And All of this aggravation,
You have towards me,
Is letting me know,
That you don't care.
(Bridge)
I don't even know,
Who you are,
Anymore, (Anymore),
Because it seems that
Our trust, (trust),
Is shattering into,
Many pieces, (pieces).

(Chorus)
Can I trust you,
To be my friend, (friend),
Can I trust you,
To be there, (there),
Till the end, (end),
So believe me,
You know it's true.

Can I trust you,
To be there, (there),
For me, (me),
Can I trust you,
To never leave, (leave).

(Verse 2)
I don't know where,
I stand with you,
Because I'm still,
Broken inside,
All of a sudden,
You got me,
With a sad face,
And feeling hurt,
Every time I think,
My mind is getting sick,



Caused there is nothing,
To believe in anymore,
When putting my trust in you,
(You),
All you ever did,
Was destroyed it,
I just want,
The pain to stop,
But can't it be,
Taken away,
Everything you feel, is caged,
And I don't want to trust you,
Again, (again),
Because everything that you,
Have said,
Got me feeling annoyance,
On the inside,
But all of this aggravation,
I have towards you,
Is letting you know,
That I don't care.

(Bridge)
I don't even know,
Who you are,
Anymore, (anymore),
Because it seems that,
Our trust, (trust),
Is shattering into,
Many pieces, (pieces).

(Chorus)
Can I trust you,
To be my friend, (friend),
Can I trust you,
To be there, (there),
Til the end, (end),
So believe me,
You know it's true.

Can I trust you,
To be there, (there),
For me, (me),
Can I trust you,
To never leave, (leave).
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